
PROSECUTION AND RACE IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM—

MILWAUKEE’S EXPERIENCE 

 

In 2005 the Vera Institute of Justice approached Milwaukee County District Attorney E. 

Michael McCann with a proposal to examine charging decisions within the office to 

determine if patterns of racial disparity could be discerned in the issuance or declination 

of criminal cases. This was a daunting challenge. At the time, the District Attorney’s 

Office did not have an electronic case management system and did not have data systems 

designed to accurately capture the racial demographics of victims and offenders. 

 

Milwaukee agreed to participate, along with two other offices, San Diego CA and 

Mecklenburg County NC.  

 

I. The Scope of the Problem 

 

             
 

Since the mid-1970’s the incarceration rate in the United States has grown exponentially. 

The two charts above illustrate the problem, which has been closely examined by the 

recently released report from the National Research Council The Growth of Incarceration 

in The United States (April 2014, The National Academies). 

 

The purpose of this discussion is not to deeply explore the many factors that led to 

current state of imprisonment in the United States, but to illustrate that this is a dynamic 

that is wide-spread and affects communities across the nation. As prosecutors, we are 

entrusted with a significant discretionary authority to act as gatekeepers to the justice 

system, and our role is increasingly being examined in this context. 

 

In 2006, the year that we began work with the Vera Institute on the project known as 

Prosecution and Racial Justice, Marc Mauer was preparing a report for the Sentencing 

Project titled Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration by Race and Ethnicity (2007 

The Sentencing Project). 

 

His conclusions, shown in the chart below, were startling and disturbing to criminal 

justice and elected leaders in Wisconsin. The finding? Wisconsin led the nation in the 

disparate incarceration of African Americans, behind only South Dakota. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



II. What To Do About the Problem, and is it Really a Prosecutor’s Problem? 

 

The engagement with the Vera Institute of Justice came at an opportune time, because the 

question that arises anytime you see data that suggest that you are an outlier in some 

particular area is “why”? There is an instinctive reflex to become defensive and point to 

the many (legitimate) reasons that are beyond your control. The City of Milwaukee, like 

many densely populated urban areas, has pockets of deeply entrenched negative indices 

in relation to poverty, segregation, poor health outcomes, unemployment and poor 

educational outcomes. The response from Vera was one of constructive engagement. 

They did not approach us as experts with a pre-conditioned answer to the concerns raised 

by the data, but instead offered to engage in a collaborative effort to understand our 

system, our laws, and the community we served in an attempt to draw meaningful 

insights from existing information systems. It was no small undertaking. The Milwaukee 

County District Attorney’s Office at that time, like many offices around the country, was 

still primarily a paper based records system. Vera repeated many times the phrase “You 

can’t effectively change what you don’t effectively measure”. So they began by 

measuring data that could be measured. The first iteration focused on charging and 

declination rates by offense in relation to the race of the offender, as demonstrated below. 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 



What stands out in the data is that overall, there was no significant disparity in the 

Milwaukee County charge rate. But when you drilled into the specific offense categories, 

you see significant disparity in certain types of offense categories, in our case, 

particularly in the low-serious drug offenses. Reverse disparity should also raise 

questions. Why do we charge more white defendants with burglary? Are we depreciating 

victims of property crime? 

 

III. Operationalize the Response—The Milwaukee County Criminal Justice 

Council 

 

Once patterns are developed from your office it provides an opportunity to objectively 

address the areas of concern. In 2007 Milwaukee County started a Community Justice 

Council that allowed system decision makers to meet and discuss in an informed way 

concerns about the CJ process and develop strategies to fix those issue. Prior to the Vera 

study, there was no drug treatment or formalized diversion program in Milwaukee 

County. Using the data, we began the process of examining our system and trying to 

improve it in measured ways. As a consequence, Milwaukee County applied for and 

received technical assistance from the National Institute of Corrections. The Evidence 

Based Decision Making Framework was critical in helping us identify major decision 

points across the system spectrum and determine where we could most effectively 

improve the system response. The work with NIC was guided by certain principles 

summarized below: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

It also started a process that required us to dramatically increase the capacity of pre-trial 

services and resources in the community with the goal of reducing the number of 

individuals who were in jail or prison if they could be safely and effectively accounted 

for locally. The progression of response follows the scale below: 



  
 

In the context of racial disparity, the hope was that by applying objective criteria to all 

case assessments, and increasing the options at the time of arrest and prosecution, we 

would see a reduction in the disparity numbers in the areas identified for improvement. 

 

IV. Results Since Implementation of EBDM and the Vera Study 

 

 

In the short term, could policy decisions within a DA’s office change disparity outcomes? 

My qualified answer is, in some areas, yes. In other areas, while we have seen dramatic 

reductions in overall jail and prison admissions while maintaining decreases in crime, it 

has not been so easy.  

 

Example One shows that by changing policy related to low level drug offenses and 

expanding treatment and diversion options, the disparity disappeared: 

 

 

  
 

Example Two, prepared by the Public Policy Forum, demonstrates during the 

implementation of EBDM we dramatically reduced admissions to our County jail facility: 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



Example Three, research conducted by the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee in a 

report titled Wisconsin’s Mass Incarceration of African American Males: Workforce 

Challenges of 2013 (UWM 2013), highlights the reduction of Department of Correction 

admissions that accelerated after the implementation of our early intervention program: 

 

 
 



V. What Else Has To Be Done? 

 

It would be a mistake to believe that this approach alone will solve disparity issues within 

the criminal justice system. Policing practices, system resource issues and capacity in the 

community are constant challenges that prosecutors often have little control over. 

 

I strongly believe that one way to further address the issue starts with a different 

relationship between the District Attorney’s Office and the community we serve. 

Community Based Prosecution offers one approach. In Milwaukee we have experienced 

attorneys assigned to the major police districts who function as part of a multi-

disciplinary team that consists of prosecutors, police, corrections officials, neighborhood 

based community organizations, the Department of Neighborhood Services, LISC and 

Community Partners from Milwaukee’s Safe& Sound non-profit organization. The 

mandate to the teams is to work with the people in our most crime impacted communities 

to help them develop the capacity to self-regulate and prevent problems from arising 

when possible, and to effectively intervene when problems occur. The relationship 

between the Community Prosecution Unit (CPU) and our early intervention specialist is 

close. The CPU’s provide the real-time human intelligence about the individuals coming 

into contact with the system and can play a vital role in assessing the risk and needs of 

those individuals with community buy-in. 

 

This year, Milwaukee is opening the doors to one of the largest domestic violence 

shelters in the country, collocating Children’s Hospital and family services with domestic 

violence intervention resources. The concept is predicated on our analysis and 

understanding of the close relationship between exposure to violence and trauma and 

future system involvement either as a victim or offender. As part of an application for the 

MacArthur Foundations Safety Justice Challenge, Milwaukee hopes to add a trauma 

screening tool to the universal screening protocol explained above. Just as a better 

understanding of the risks and needs of offenders equips prosecutors with more options in 

addressing crime in the community, a close examination of the role of trauma in the lives 

of offenders and victims (often the same) will better inform the decision we make at the 

front end of the system, in the hopes of reducing reliance on police prosecutors and courts 

to intervene. 

 

In addition, we have a long relationship with a public health epidemiologist, who 

convenes the Milwaukee Homicide Review Commission and is currently developing a 

cross systems data-hub that will allow us to focus our prevention/intervention strategies 

on the populations most at risk. 

 

In conclusion, I do not have any magic bullets to offer  with respect to addressing 

disparities in our system. Milwaukee has a long way to go. But by opening ourselves up 

to outside examination and assistance, we have the foundation to move our system in a 

more productive and effective way in the future, 


